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I. The choice of subject and objective 
 

The analysis of the list of student names, particularly the investigation of the students 

from not a narrower region can give important results not only for the countries the students 

are from but the country where the institution is. The institution of higher education’s system 

of relations, size of catchment area and for who it is important to study at the given institution, 

type of institution or institution system defines the institutions’ role in the scientific and 

cultural life. 

Most of the Hungarian institutions of higher education were established for inside 

frontier and province border needs, yet determinative how institutions were able to participate 

in the cultural transfer within and without the Habsburg Empire in the past centuries. The 

foreign-born students’ favorite targets work as intellectual centers whose role in broadcasting 

science and culture through borders is unequivocal even if in some cases we speak of 

immigration not classical peregrination. 

In our region Vienna is significant from its founding because of the institutions of 

higher education and its part in peregrination. Before the 17
th

 century in Hungary they could 

not establish permanent institutions. The first institution of higher education was the Jesuitic 

University of Nagyszombat which operated continuously through centuries meanwhile 

changing seats. 

In monographs and interpretations about the Hungarian institutions the institution’s 

system of relations and the role in education and science in Hungary, in our region and in 

Europe are well emphasized. Certain analyzes are about the members of the academic staff, 

particular professors’ work, ancestry, foreign studies and professional system of relations, the 

curriculum, the financial and objective conditions of education, the buildings of the 

institutions compared to home and sometimes international examples. Analyzes speak of the 

number and composition of students but in case of most of Hungarian institutional processing 

we do not find detailed information about the foreign students. One of the reasons is that the 

institutions were established to suffice the Hungarian educational needs, thus the majority of 

the students were Hungarians, and the other reason is the lack of detailed series. 

The Hungarian research of peregrination primarily focuses on the Hungarian students 

went to foreign universities but only short section analyzes about student going to Hungarian 

universities were made for the comparison of our and the foreign peregrination. 

In this topic dr. Szögi László published a shorter summary in 1994 in his data 

collection’s preface titled as „A magyarországi diákok a Habsburg Birodalom egyetemein. I. 

1790-1850”. The research of Faculty of Medicine of Budapest between 1790 and 1850 and 

the research of the foreign students of Műegyetem of Budapest (the latter collecting students’ 

data till 1944) the former made by Molnár László, the latter made by Osváth Zsolt are 

independent works and more detailed analyzes. But these only can be found in manuscripts 

and not in whole works. 

Peregrination research group led by Szögi László for the topic’s thorough inquiry 

started a comprehensive information collecting from the 2000s about the students born 

outside Hungary but went to Hungarian institutions of higher education. From the beginning 

of the 2010s the MTA Egyetemtörténeti Kutatócsoport working in the ELTE Egyetemi 

Levéltár started to assemble databases about the students of the Hungarian institutions of 

higher education from 1566 to 1918 by collecting source material concerning the students. 

Many institutions’ unpublished data list became available processed with unified criteria. In 

these databases it is common that the students only appear once in an institution’s list of 

names, their matriculation and result data are shown collected. 
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It is an important question that who can be considered as a foreign student of a 

Hungarian institution. For the determination I would like to use geographical considerations, 

the students are present in the analysis by their origin or where they were born. The students 

are considered foreign if they were born outside of the borders of the Habsburg Empire and 

Austria-Hungary on the other hand inside the former monarchy but outside the historical 

Hungary including Kingdom of Hungary and Transylvania, as well as the areas beyond the 

Drava River from Croatia. By using these geographical considerations I would like to 

examine the time period between the two wars. Not only because the period sources and 

statistics are made from such viewpoint but because it is not my purpose to involve the 

students with origins affected by the Treaty of Trianon namely it is a complex and 

independent topic. But on account of the geographical considerations I do not examine the 

data of the non-Hungarian students born inside the historical Hungary. 

Therefore the involvement of Croatia into the inquiry must be explained because from 

the end of the 11
th

 century to 1918 Croatia belonged to the Hungarian Crown’s countries. But 

the situation of Croatia always has been special inside Hungary. Croatia who joined the 

western Church lost her political independence after their national dynasty had extinguished 

but kept some kind of territorial separation and administrative anatomy which helped the 

process of becoming a nation of the Croats in the new age. All this occurred despite the fact 

that the Croatian areas were controlled not only by the Kingdom of Hungary through the 

centuries. By the investigation of students from Croatian areas matriculated at Hungarian 

institutions we can receive a more accurate picture of the intensity of the Croatian-Hungarian 

relations, the intellectuals’ common knowledge and the Hungarian population settled in 

Croatia. 

Monitoring the students who believe themselves Hungarians is important in case of 

examining the foreign students’ groups outside the geographical considerations especially 

because we get a more complete picture about the groups of Hungarians born outside of 

Hungary. The differences of nationality and location of origin data witness the process of 

national and including individual self-determination ultimately. 

I would like to give an intensive picture about the ratio and number of not Hungarian 

born students in Hungarian institutions of higher education, types of institutions in certain 

periods from the first successful Hungarian university founding to 1944. For which areas’ 

natives it is important to study at Hungarian institutions and what their motivation is. How 

closed is the Habsburg Monarchy’s education market, are there any students outside of the 

empire. Which Hungarian institutions have total imperial nature and how the obtainable 

knowledge, education from certain institutions can be utilized inside and outside Hungary. 

How the educational language especially the introduction of Hungarian language influences 

the Hungarian institutions’ role and the choice of the foreign students. 

The history of Hungarian higher education’s most important tendencies the short 

presentation of Hungarian system of institutions, particular types of institutions and the 

review of the Hungarian students’ foreign peregrination divided into periods are needed for 

the analysis of data. 

The determination of the role of the Hungarian jesuitic institutions of higher education 

inside the region and whether we can find not Hungarian-born students at protestant 

educational institutions active in the 16-18
th

 century were questions to be examined. In the 

18
th

 century the Catholic system of institutions broadened new school maintainers and 

institutions. The inquiry of the students who studied there can ascertain the new personas’ role 

in the Hungarian higher education. 

The growth of the role of the state, the education policy of the enlightened absolutism, 

the state getting to control the higher education cause the appearance of new teaching forms, 
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the expansion of the system of institutions and the increase in the number of students but it is 

important to examine which institutions’ training can evoke interests from outside the borders. 

In the first half of the 19
th

 century some Hungarian institutions’, types of institutions’ 

importance inside the empire was influenced not only by the introduction of the Hungarian 

educational language but by the changing of training possibilities of system of institution 

outside the border. At the time of the dualism the modernizing Hungarian higher education 

broadened in training structure, in institution network, in available material and personal 

conditions but it is a question in which extent and in which training areas can this be 

interesting to the foreigners. 

After 1920 Hungary not only leaves from a larger state union but loses her area’s two 

third surrounded by hostile states. The state struggles with the placement of the institutions of 

higher education and the numerous Hungarian intellectuals, officers fled to Hungary from the 

detached areas and the limitation of the number of the students. In this new situation the 

question is whether foreign students can be enrolled in Hungarian institutions of higher 

education and if so what the characteristics of this group are. 

 

 

II. The overview of the used sources 
 

The detailed and intensive investigation of the topic is more difficult on account of 

that the registers of the students, the sources are partly missing, destroyed (for example the 

nagyszombati, .later in case of the university of Pest) and were difficult to access for decades 

(several institutions and their data came to be outside Hungary because the Treaty of 

Trianon’s modification of borders), in one part of the institutions they are not published till 

this day. 

In case of some institutions the registers of the students are available or published but 

most of the times they contain only the students’ name, class and not the data of origin which 

is important to the investigation (like the data of the University of Kassa and the Royal 

Academy). 

Recently several institutions’ registers of students have been published edited in 

databases (including Nagyenyed, Nagyszombat, Kolozsvár, Nagyvárad, Pozsony, Debrecen, 

Pápa, Sárospatak). 

Not only particular institutions of higher education deal with the disclosure of their 

own and predecessor’s data of students. There are more comprehensive researches for the full 

collecting of students of Hungarian institution of higher education into databases and for the 

systematic processing of sources with difficult access. From the end of the 1990s in the ELTE 

Levéltár functions the workshop of history of higher education led by Szögi László which 

besides the assembly and publication of several data collection of the students of higher 

education finished the register of archive sources of the Hungarian institutions of higher 

education in the Carpathian basin. 

From 2013 the ELTE Levéltár gives seat to the project of the MTA-ELTE history of 

university academic research group. The aim was the collection of the scholastic data of the 

students who went to state or Church institutions of higher education operating between 1566 

and 1919 in form of computerized database. The leader of the research if Dr. Szögi László. 

The research is still in progress but inside the research group the data already in the database 

is accessible. 

The research project which took place between 2008 and 2012 assisted by the Európai 

Kutatási Tanács led by Karády Viktor was called ELITES08. Its result is a computerized 

database based on the students’ enrollment and graduation registers who enrolled in 
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institutions of higher education between 1870 and 1950. I have been participating in both 

research teams’ work of discovering sources. 

The most important resources of students are the central and staff registers, the lists of 

students, records of diplomas which are containing personal information. Sometimes the only 

sources are student associations, congregations, registers and name lists of colleges. The 

printed primary sources are promotional issues, notifications and almanacs, directories. 

Monographs of institutions, data and list of names of anniversary issues. 

The data collection of the following are in the detailed elaboration: the Jesuitic 

Universities of Nagyszombat and Kassa, the Jesuitic Academy of Buda and Kolozsvár, the 

academic courses of the Piarist Lyceum of Vác and Szeged, the Theresianum of Vác. The 

material of Faculties of the University of Pest, the Royal Academies of Pozsony, Győr, 
Nagyvárad and Kolozsvár, the Catholic of Vienna and Temesvár, the Protestant of Debrecen, 

Pápa, Kecskemét, Losonc, Miskolc and Nagykőrös and the Evangelic academic courses of 

Eperjes and Sopron, detailed data of the higher classes of the pozsonyi and besztercebányai. 

The Georgikon and Economic Academy of Keszthely, the Economic Institution, then 

Academy of Magyaróvár, besides the Academy of Mining and Forestry of Selmecbánya the 

veterinary training, Economic Academies of  Kassa and Kolozsvár, higher educational 

institutions of art, the Műegyetem, data collection of the University of Kolozsvár to 1919. 

In my dissertation I used manuscripted and published sources, data of databases in 

addition to the analysis of the students’ composition, statistical data and elaborations. The 

latter is valid for the period of time between the dualism and the two world wars. Besides the 

analysis of statistic data in the time period between the two world wars I surveyed detailed 

registers of students of only few institutions. The analysis of foreign students of the 

Műegyetem and who doctorated in the Faculty of Medicine of the Universities of Pest, 

Debrecen and Pécs and the Faculty of Law of the University of Pécs completed with the 

statistical data shows the era’s most important characteristics. 

 

 

III. The structure and principal results of the dissertation 
 

After the prologue dividing to four larger eras the dissertation discusses the most 

important tendencies of Hungarian history of higher education, the Hungarian system of 

institutions, the short presentation of types of institutions and the explanation of the 

particularity of the Hungarian students’ foreign peregrination for eras. These are the 

following: the attempts of establishment of universities in the middle ages, 16-17
th

 century, 

the Hungarian higher education of the 18
th

 century to 1790, and the long 19
th

 century between 

1790 and 1918. 

In a separate chapter I survey the particularity of the higher education of Croatia. 

Croatia always had an autonomy, separation during our common history. The Jesuitic 

University of Zágráb remains a local significance as the Royal Academy which were part of 

the Hungarian system of higher education. Both institutions’ educational language was latin 

providing training to the students of the nearby side the Drava river. After the Croatian-

Hungarian compromise Croatia could arrange their own issues with education, thus born the 

University of Zágráb with the educational language being Croatian supposed the role of 

cultural unification at its founding. The Dalmatian and Slovenian students from Austria came 

to Graz and the University of Prága instead of Zágráb. The ratio of the students from Hungary 

was significant. 

I analyse the data of foreign students in the Hungarian higher education divided into 

five time periods. The first is the ecclesiastic institutions from the beginning of the 17
th

 

century to 1777, the second is state and church institutions between 1777 and 1849, the third 
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is between 1850 and 1867, the fourth is Hungarian language and modernization between 1868 

and 1918, the fifth is between 1919 and 1944. I examined the data of twelve thousand 

students. 

I write about the Hungarian attempts of founding universities and Hungarian 

peregrination in the middle ages. The medieval Hungarian attempts of university foundings 

took place in different cities. The founders wanted to give authority to the new institutions by 

the invitation of prestigious foreign professors. Few of the sources remained about these 

universities and their students. The attempts were unsuccessful because three famous 

Universities of Prága, Bécs and Krakkó were in the region. One of these was always in the 

Hungarian king’ or in his relative’s hand. 

The next chapter introduces the history of the Hungarian higher education in the 16-

17
th

 century. I analyse the catholic and protestant institutions, their most important data. In 

this period the most important is the training of the priests and intellectual religious people. I 

examine the Hungarian peregrination thoroughly in the 16-17
th

 century. The Hungarian 

students primarily went to German, Dutch and Swiss universities but many chose Austrian 

provinces. I present the Jesuitic University of Nagyszombat, Kassa and Kolozsvár and the 

famous Hungarian Protestant Colleges. 

In the first half of the 18
th

 century the catholic system of institutions grew stronger. 

Besides jesuitic and piarist in Eger trainings of higher education independent from convents 

was born. Restrictions by the state could not stop the Hungarian protestant peregrination. The 

aid of protestant communities outside the borders not only occurs in the Hungarian 

peregrination but leading to the strengthening of institutions primarily the University of 

Debrecen. The abolition of the jesuitic convent, the strengthening of the state’s control, the 

measures of the enlightened absolutism affecting the Hungarian higher education, the first 

unified regulation by the state and founding of special institutions of vocational education 

defined the Hungarian higher education in the second half of the 18
th

 century. 

The first group analysis of students reviews the data of denominational systems of 

institutions. Most of the 1054 students studied at jesuitic universities and academies. The era’s 

most important institution of higher education is the University of Nagyszombat whose 

sources remain partially but 867 student of the university could be identified. The era’s other 

jesuitic institution was the University of Kassa. Besides the Jesuitic University of Graz and 

Bécs the teaching of the jesuitic province’s members of order took place on the Faculties of 

Theology and Philosophy of the Universities of Kassa and Nagyszombat from the 1660s to 

1777. With the inquiry of the students of the Faculty of Theology of the University of 

Nagyszombat we get data about the students who were not members of the order. Members 

did not study at the Jesuitic Academy of Buda. 

Some foreign students studied at protestant institutions. The group of Dutch students 

visiting Gyulafehérvár regarded as exceptional but data from the 18
th

 century shows that more 

foreign protestant and Greek orthodox students studied at institutions of bigger, more central 

cities such as Győr, Sopron and Pozsony. 

The piarists are important pesronas of the Hungarian institutional system of the 18
th

 

century. In their secondary schools’, academies of Philoshopy’s curriculum are more modern 

elements than the jesuitic. They operate the Theresianum of Vác and the Collegium 

Oeconomicum of Szenc. The institution in Vác offered academic featured training to the 

Croatian-Slavonian nobility. 

The Hungarian university education expands with the Faculty of Medicine of the 

University of Nagyszombat. In its first ten years the faculty attracted many foreign students. 

51 foreign students obtained diploma here in 8 years who are the 25% of all the students. 

Students from Czech, Moravian, Silesian and German imperial areas obtained the new type of 

diploma. 
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In the first half of the 19
th

 century besides the higher educational state institutional 

system created in 1777 the denominational higher educational network of institution grows 

thanks to the 1791/XXVI. law. They expend their forms of training and several 

denominational academy of law opens its doors. They introduce the Hungarian language of 

education. The members of the reform movement urge the reform of the higher education. 

The development of the Hungarian institutional system by the state is not the court’s interest 

they even want to prevent the peregrination outside the borders. The qualitative trainings in 

Bécs serve the strengthening of the empire’s position. In 1848 the modern civil Hungary is 

born. The success of the revolution in march was that the university became supervised by a 

minister of public education responsible to the parliament and they proclaimed the principle 

of freedom of teaching and learning. 

Between the end of the 18
th

 century and 1850 the number of Hungarian institutions of 

higher education, the students including the foreign students became more. Till 1850 6575 

foreign students’ data was collected. In this period more sources could be used for finding 

students. 

There were a lot of students from Croatia and the Habsburg Monarchy at the royal 

academies and catholic institutions of higher education, they usually chose the closest 

institution. Although there was an academy in Croatia many Croatian students were in Pécs 

and Szeged. Students from Austrian areas chose Pozsony and Győr. Most of the students from 

Bécs studying at Pozsony were Hungarians. 

Croatian and Austrian students studied humanities and laws, the Austrian and Czech 

students liked the academy of Selmecbánya and Czechs chose medicine. There was a big 

Czech influence in the Hungarian scientific and technical evolution in the 19
th

 century. 

In case of protestant colleges we can notice the Czech and Hungarian relations. At the 

end of the 18
th

 century many young Hungarian pastor went to help the Moravian Church. A 

lot of them settled down but they sent their children and believers to Hungarian colleges. 

Among the foreign students were many Jewish and Greek Orthodox. 

Between the middle of the 1820s and 1830 the number of foreign students increases 

and after a little decreasing it increases again. Between 1777 and 1850 the Hungarian higher 

education was an important part of the Habsburg Empire’s education. Bécs was the most 

important educational center but the peregrination was a two-way one. Pest and Selmecbánya 

were really important educational centers of the Habsburg Monarchy. 

During the revolution in 1848 the Hungarian institutions of higher education were 

closed because of the fighting. After the downfall of the revolution the center of control of the 

education became Bécs and they taught in German language but they also modernized the 

education. They introduced the “school-leaving-exam”. From 1860 the situation had 

improved, the language of education became Hungarian and the Hungarian parliament 

controlled the education. 

Between 1849 and 1867 a lot of foreigners studied in Hungary, yearly an average of 

117 in three institutions. The 36.8% at the Agricultural Higher Institution of Magyaróvár, 

34.8% at the Academy of Mining and Forestry of Selmecbánya and 28.4% of the students 

studied at the University of Pest. 

Many students were in agricultural training. The Academy of Mining had a lot of 

(30%) and the Faculty of Medicine had less (17%) students. Many (9%) studied law in 

German language. So long they taught in German the number of foreign students was large 

but after 1860 when Hungarian became the language of education this number decreased. A 

lot of Czech students were here but the Croatians did not come here because in 1848 there 

were armed conflicts between the Croatians and the Hungarians. Only few students came to 

Hungary to study from outside the monarchy. 
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After 1867 Hungarian became the language of the higher education. Many new 

institutions were founded in the capital Budapest and in other cities. A new University was 

founded in Kolozsvár. The Műegyetem and the Scientific University of Budapest belonged 

amongst the world’s largest universities by the number of the students. New higher 

educational institutions of art and commercial academy were founded. 

The proportion of foreign students decreased on account of the language of education 

being Hungarian. But in the region there was a multinational university where they taught in 

German for example Bécs. Plenty of Hungarians studied here. 

The proportion of foreign students studying in Hungarian institutions is less then 5%. 

Between 1867 and 1919 I analyze three kinds of student groups. The four Faculties 

(Medicine, Law, Philosophy and Science) of the Scientific University of Kolozsvár, the 

Technical, the Agricultural and the Economical Insitutions and the four Academies of Art. 

1841 foreign students studied at these in all. 

The University of Kolozsvár is a rural and Transylvanian center of education. It is a 

classical scientific university but it has no Faculty of Theology. On its four Faculties of Law 

213, of Medicine 60, of Philosophy 38, of Science 15 students studied. They have nationality 

data, we know their residences, and thus we can examine who is Hungarian from them. The 

56% of foreigners write that they are Hungarians. So the Hungarian higher education is 

mostly chosen by foreign-born Hungarians. The Romanian, not-Transylvanian students are 

almost all Hungarians. The majority of the foreign students of the university is not peregrinus, 

but member of an emigrant and returning or immigrant family. Many of them migrate more 

than once in their life if the new place has better possibilities. A lot of foreign students were 

born in one of the big cities of Austria-Hungary or in its capital, Bécs. 

The University of Kolozsvár is the second after the University of Pest. It is the reason 

for that there are less women among the students and the proportion of the Jewish religious 

people. In Hungary the training of law is highly popular. At the University of Kolozsvár more 

than the average studies on the Faculty of Law (65.5%). The reason for this is that in this time 

it was easy to obtain diploma here. 

In the education of art besides the actor training in Hungarian language the language 

of education is less important than in the humanities. Students from far places come because 

of a internationally famous art teacher (Hubay Jenő in the Zeneakadémia). Between 1865 and 

1919 at drama school 30, at the academy of decorative arts 133, at the academy of fine arts 

148, at the Zeneakadémia 247 not Hungarian-born studied. Women could study in all type of 

art schools and it is an important question that how many did. From 558 students almost half 

(213) was women. Half of the students of the Zeneakadémia and two thirds of the students of 

the actor school. Less women studied at the academies of decorative and fine arts. 

Most foreigner studied at the Zeneakadémia (9%). Firstly a lot of the teachers were 

Austrian and Czech, some of them did not speak Hungarian. The 40% of the foreign students 

of the Zeneakadémia was born outside Austria-Hungary. 16 were Western-European, 19 were 

from Germany, 17 were from Russia and 10 were American. They came because the world 

famous Liszt Ferenc and Hubay Jenő. Hubay was a famous violinist and teacher, he taught at 

the Academy of Music of Brussels and the Royal Academy of Music invited him to teach 

there too. Some of the students who studied at the Hubay-School of Budapest later became 

internationally famous artist. 

At the Royal József Scientific University, the Academy of Mining and Forestry of 

Selmecbánya, the Economic Academy of Magyaróvát, the Veterinary Academy, the Eastern 

Commercial Academy and the Agricultural Academy of Kassa 940 foreigner studied. But 

they were only the 1% of all students. Most of them studied at the Economic Academy of 

Magyaróvár (405 students, 44%), because there the language of education was German till 

1884. At the Műegyetem and the Academy of Selmecbánya 456 students studied because the 
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teachers taught in Hungarian. Few chose the Veterinary Academy and the Eastern 

Commercial Academy (19) and the Agricultural Academy of Kassa (12). 

The majority of the students came from other parts of Austria-Hungary or Croatia but 

from Croatia was less. A big group of the students is Eastern-European or Balkanian. 

During the First World War a lot of Turkish students were in the Hungarian higher 

education. They received a Turkish state scholarship to study in other countries. Even in the 

Hungarian Actor School was Turkish student but most of them chose the technical training. 

During the war the citizens of hostile countries could not study in Hungarian institutions of 

higher education. 

The loss of the two thirds of the country’s areas and loosing the war were bad to the 

Hungarian higher education. Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Romania organize the education 

and the administration in their own language, A lot of Hungarian intellectuals must escape to 

Hungary. Many Hungarian higher educational institutions flee from these areas (the Scientific 

Universities of Kolozsvár and Pozsony, Academy of Mining of Selmecbánya, etc.). Many 

institutions were abolished. They must find room for the fleeing Hungarian and institution in 

the smaller Hungary. The situation is serious. A lot of students could not study in the higher 

education because they were soldiers and fought. After the end of the war too many wants to 

study at the same time, but there is not enough space. They limit the enrollment numbers, 

primarily the number of the Jewish students – this is the Numerus Clausus. Therefore many 

went to foreign universities and colleges. 

Klebersberg Kunó the minister of education fixes the state of the universities. He finds 

seats for the fled institutions in rural cities and builds constructions. He develops cultural 

connections, founds institutions (they are called Collegium Hungaricum) in other capitals 

(Berlin, Bécs, Róma) where Hungarians can shelter for a period of time to study at 

universities of these cities, to do scientific, artistic activities. Klebersberg gives scholarship to 

many talented students to allow them to study at foreign universities. 

In the 1930s on account of the economic crisis the number of unemployed was 

increasing and there are no developments of universities, the expenses of the higher education 

must be reduced. In 1934 they rally all technical, agricultural and economic higher 

educational institutions, the giant university’s name is Hungarian Royal József nádor 

Technical and Economic Scientific University. At the beginning of the Second World War 

Hungary gets back a lot of areas with Hungarian majority. There the Hungarian Government 

founds new institutions of higher education. During the war they limit at first then exclude the 

Jewish from the Hungarian higher education. 

Between 1920 and 1944 I examined only few institutions. The József Nádor Technical 

and Economic Scientific University’s four Faculties’ (Műegyetem, Faculty of Economy, 

Veterinary Academy, Eastern Commercial Academy), the University of Budapest’ Faculty of 

Medicine’ school-leavers, and two rural universities, the University of Debrecen’s Faculty of 

Medicine and the University of Pécs’s Faculties of Medicine’s and Law’s number of foreign 

students (812), because with these the most important tendencies can be shown. The trainig of 

law is still popular in Hungary, the medical and technical knowledge can be used all over the 

world. In this manner I examine institutions of the capital and rural cities from all over the 

country. After the disintegration of Austria-Hungary, the loss of the big parts of the country 

the number of people migrating back increased, there are a lot of foreign-born Hungarians 

whose family lives in Hungary again. In Croatia many Hungarians lived, they fled back to 

Hungary about 1920. After the disintegrations of Austria-Hungary the capital, Bécs’s 

Hungarian residents and a lot of American emigrant family returned to Hungary. But in the 

University of Pécs are second-generation American Hungarians too, whose family stayed in 

the United States, they were sent by their parents to their old homeland, partially to learn in 

Hungarian. 
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The limitation of the students’ number can be felt a little in the examined institutions, 

on the Faculties of Medicine in Budapest and Pécs a lot of Jewish students were amongst the 

foreigners. I found a classic peregrinus group too. 174 Bulgarian students enrolled in these 

trainings between 1920 and 1944, after the end of their studies they returned to Bulgaria. 

During the world war after the suspension of Poland’s independence 250-280 Polish 

refugee student came to Hungarian institutions of higher education. From these, 75 students 

went to the examined institutions. Apart from them, Russian students got into the Hungarian 

higher education as refugees. 

 

A lot of factors affected the Hungarian peregrination. There were students who went to 

universities before the founding of the first lasting university but truly they can be found 

numerously in the 17
th

 century’s jesuitic universities. Institutions of vocational education 

established in Hungary serving aims of total imperial education, in the Faculty of Medicine of 

the university of Pest and in the state and catholic higher educational system of institution 

evolved at the end of the 18
th

 century running under a unified state regulation studied a lot of 

foreign students great in number and proportion mostly from inside the borders of the 

Habsburg Empire until Hungarian became the language of Hungarian higher education. After 

this fewer students appear in the expanding system of institutions. Big part of them having 

Hungarian origins or can speak Hungarian perhaps immigrating or returning from migration. 

In the 20
th

 century two larger group can be considered as classical peregrine, the first 

containing the Turkish students, the second the Bulgarian students. Finnish, Estonian and 

Tatarian students appear primarily with the intention of studying languages, as well as some 

second-generation American Hungarians. The Polish refugees as the jesuitic era’s students of 

Olmütz studying in the Hungarian higher education at the investigation’s end are forced by 

the war to Hungarian studies. 


